2004 chevy trailblazer front suspension diagram

Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan
Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. TrailBlazer Traverse Trax. New By Year. Used By
Year. Filter Results reset. Drivetrain 2WD 4. EXT LT 2. Quick Specs. Engine Gas I6, 4. Drivetrain
Rear Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity 7. Passenger Doors 4. Body Style Sport Utility.
Transmission Transmission, 4-speed automatic, electronically controlled with overdrive.
Dimensions Vehicle. Rear Door Type Liftgate. Gross Axle Wt Rating - Front lbs Gross Combined
Wt Rating lbs 10, Curb Weight - Rear lbs Gross Axle Wt Rating - Rear lbs Gross Vehicle Weight
Rating Cap lbs Curb Weight - Front lbs Third Hip Room in Second Head Room in Third Leg
Room in Front Shoulder Room in Second Hip Room in Front Head Room in Second Leg Room
in Third Shoulder Room in Front Hip Room in Third Head Room in Front Leg Room in Second
Shoulder Room in Wheelbase in Height, Overall in Ground Clearance, Rear in 7. Ground to Top
of Load Floor in Overhang, Front in Ground Clearance, Front in 7. Cargo Area Length Floor to
Seat 3 in Cargo Area Length Floor to Seat 1 in Cargo Area Length Floor to Seat 2 in Cargo Box
Area Height in Fuel Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx gal Performance Specs
Engine. Engine Order Code LL8. Fuel System SFI. Engine Type Gas I6. Engine Oil Cooler NA.
Displacement 4. Clutch Size in NA. First Gear Ratio :1 3. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Transfer Case
Model NA. Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 0. Trans Order Code M Second Gear
Ratio :1 1. Reverse Ratio :1 2. Again NA. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans
Type 4. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake Type Power. Front Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc Front Yes or Yes. Rear Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Rear Yes or Yes. Drum - Rear
Yes or NA. Turning Diameter - Curb to Curb ft Steering Ratio :1 , On Center Steering Ratio :1 , At
Lock Spare Tire Capacity lbs Front Tire Capacity lbs Rear Tire Capacity lbs Front Wheel Size in
17 x 7. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size in 17 x 7.
Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size in 17 x 7. Stabilizer Bar Diameter - Front in 1.
Suspension Type - Front Independent. Axle Type - Rear Semi-Floating. Shock Absorber
Diameter - Front mm Spring Capacity - Rear lbs Axle Ratio :1 - Front NA. Stabilizer Bar Diameter
- Rear in 0. Suspension Type - Rear Coil. Axle Capacity - Front lbs Shock Absorber Diameter Rear mm Axle Type - Front Independent. Axle Ratio :1 - Rear 3. Spring Capacity - Front lbs Axle
Capacity - Rear lbs Safety Features Safety. Air Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air
Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS Yes. Daytime Running Lights Yes. Traction Control No.
Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog Lamps Yes. Parking Aid No. Tire Pressure
Monitor No. Back-Up Camera No. Stability Control No. Other Features Brakes, 4-wheel antilock,
4-wheel disc Air bags, frontal, driver and right front passenger Child seat restraint system Door
locks, child security, rear Daytime running lamps, includes automatic exterior lamp control
Horn, dual note, high and low. Warranty Warranty. Basic Years 3. Corrosion Years 6. Drivetrain
Years 3. Roadside Assistance Years 3. Other Specs Cooling System. Total Cooling System
Capacity qts Maximum Alternator Watts NA. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Looking for
other models of the Chevrolet TrailBlazer? Gas Mileage. Rear Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity.
All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Trailblazer. Overview Overview Most
Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel drive Transmission 4-speed
automatic. Fuel tank capacity 22 gal. Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 4. Safety
Safety 2 rear headrests yes electronic brakeforce distribution yes 4-wheel ABS yes Rear door
child safety locks yes daytime running lights yes engine immobilizer yes Rear center 3-point
belt yes child seat anchors yes Rear height adjustable headrests yes Front and rear ventilated
disc brakes yes 2 front headrests yes dusk sensing headlamps yes auto delay off headlamps
yes. Power Feature Power Feature 2 one-touch power windows yes Heated mirrors yes power
door locks yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes
tachometer yes. Front leg room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions
Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo
capacity, all seats in place 41 cu. Angle of approach Angle of departure 23 degrees Length
Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 8 in. Height Wheel base in. Width Rear track
Sponsored cars related to the Trailblazer. Suspension Suspension front independent
suspension yes solid live axle rear suspension yes double wishbone front suspension yes.
Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 3 yr. Rust 3 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Trailblazer
Inventory. Sign Up. Light Cashmere Medium Pewter. See Trailblazer Inventory. Forums Search
forums. What's New Latest activity. Members Registered members Current visitors.
Memberships Help offset the costs of running our community. We appreciate any contributions!
Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Search forums. Log in. Install
the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter

webdawg Start date Aug 19, I have been to alignment shops in about states over the years and I
have never had a good experience with any of them. I tried sears too and it was just as bad. The
steering wheel is always crooked on any vehicle I take to any of these shops. I have had to take
vehicles to shops a min of 3 times to get them to ever do it right, visiting different ones until I
find a good tech. Sears I had to go to 2 different locations with the last location getting the
manager involved, who understood, and actually fixed my vehicle. From an old honda, a brand
new Ford Focus, a newish equinox, and then to the trailblazer now they can never seem to get it
right. I even had the dealer do it right once and they completely fucked it up. They all suck. One
time in Alabama I saw them lowering a car and they destroyed that one somehow crumpling a
part of the body. What the hell is the deal? The first tech to look at it started talking to me about
how my rear wheels are loose and there is no way to align it. That when the car is jacked up you
can pull them in and out. Is there supposed to be absolutely no play in the rear diff? In and out I
was told that it was fine. I ended up taking it back and getting an alignment and they had to fix
the camber. I guess you have to use a pry bar? They kept giving excuses like it was impossible.
They ended up getting it right though. The steering wheel was off but the alignment seemed to
be right. I needed to drive it for a while. I just took it back last weekend to get the steering wheel
strait and they Firestone tell me my caster is off and that they do not have the tool to adjust it,
and that they are not even required to adjust it. They did say if I get the tool, that they would do
it, or if I came back during the week they would do it because they could get the tool. I want to
do it on the weekend so I was just going to buy the tool to have. Do they really need a tool to fix
this? What gives? Now the car is not aligned and the steering wheel is still off but the other way.
AtlWrk Well-Known Member. That's insane There's nothing mythical about these vehicles when
it comes to an alignment. I have heard of shops saying that the camber cannot be adjusted on
our vehicles because it doesn't "look" like it can be. This is completely untrue and the only
special tool, if you can call it that, needed is a crow bar. There are tools that can make the job
easier but are in no way required. In my decade on three forums, the honesty and general
competence of any shop is set by the manager. Not by Franchise HQ. That said, Firestone gets
FAR MORE bad reviews on Yelp and on the forums than other chain stores, but in general chain
stores are at a lower level of competence than independents that live and die by word of mouth
about their single location. Customer's failure to research on Yelp is what keeps dishonest
shops alive far after their natural progression should be to die. Too many shops claim
incorrectly that our platform has NO camber or caster adjustment, like we're some lame
MacPherson strut design where that can be true. Once camber and caster are set, then they can
do toe-in. Screw 'em. If they can't deliver an honest alignment for a fair price go elsewhere. I use
regional or local chains if I use chains at all. Not anymore, but they WERE good. The second
tool you linked to is one I carry around to loan the alignment shops. And I always have to
explain the process to the tech. Shops who won't allow me to be near the tech during the
process don't get my business. And a tech who won't take advice also triggers a discussion
with the manager. I've taken my truck out of shops after it's on the alignment rack if the tech
won't engage with me. A pry bar is enough for any competent tech to shove the LCA around for
experiments. The eccentric pin tool in the center bolt hole only helps hold the arm in place while
they tighten the outer two bolts. All offroaders do. Tiggerr Well-Known Member. I hate to even
utter this phrase.. They know the vehicles and have all the latest do-dads and highest dollar
racks out there, and usually I said usually have better trained techs than any tire shop. That may
be true in some cases. The shop I am dealing with is a smaller, private run shop. I have built
some relationship with the people there and feel that they try to do their best for me. I have had
my truck in there several times where the answer was "no charge" for example. So, yes,
educating them shouldn't need to be a part of my requirements as a customer, however, I think
it has to be tough to be an expert in any random vehicle that shows up at the door on any given
day. Is this issue one they ought to have known? The other challenge is that I have already paid
for an alignment so if I go anywhere else I have to pay again. Further digging, the Lisle tool
appears to be discontinued. Any shop should be have access to a DVD or on-line manual set,
but here's the summary. The Lower Control Arm bracket is item It's held in by three hardened
bolts with the highest torque spec in the vehicle - ft-lbs, I think. Loosen these three. They are
item 40, but only one is showed. On the LCA bracket there are two oval protrusions in the
casting, and these show through oval holes in the frame mount. With a loose LCA mount, the
lower ball joint can be moved around to adjust camber and caster. In and out adjusts camber.
Fore and aft adjusts caster. Once the three bolts are loosened a bit, it's EASY for the tech to see
how the bracket moves. It's a possibly frustrating challenge to find a location that gets both the
camber and caster in spec at the same time, but it's an interative process. Move, check, lather,
rinse, repeat. The lower ball joint movement will ALSO change the toe-in, so the camber and
caster have to be brought in spec first and the three bolts tightened, THEN as a final step in the

process, the tech has to adjust toe-in and steering wheel centering. Sparky Moderator. This is
why I very well may drive all the way to the north side of Columbus again to get any alignments
as there is a shop there that is excellent. The tech there spent a solid hour doing the alignment.
Adjusted, drove it, tweaked it, drove it a second time, and verified. How many places do that?
Not many in my experience. My lift didn't faze them at all. A bunch of the guys came over to look
at it as they hadn't seen a lifted Trailblazer before, and commented on how brilliant it was to flip
the control arms told them I couldn't take credit for that one! That is probably the only thing I
miss about living down there. I lived no more than a mile down the road from there. Mooseman
Moderator. I've rarely had good luck with independent shops for alignments. Even a "simple"
vehicle, like my son's Honda, we couldn't get a good alignment but then took it to a GM dealer
he used to work there and it was the best alignment we ever got. And it was priced the same as
other shops. I plan on taking my Saab there soon. Roadie, thanks so much. That is exactly what
I needed. I truly appreciate the time you took to post that. IMHO, this thread is worthy of a sticky
thread status or whatever you call it when they stay visible at the top of a forum. DocBrown
Well-Known Member. I think there are very few truly good alighment shops left. We had one
where I live then one of the owners decided to skim off the top of his own buisness. Needless to
say they went out of buisness. There really isn't anyone where I live that I even trust anymore
for front end work. Follow-up: This is the conversation with my shop after I emailed them
Roadies explanation and diagram: Shop: That is way more work than replacing the 2 bolts 3
[with the eccentric adjusting bolts] You just rotate them. Not even mentioned in any of the tech
manuals for alignments.. The flip side with the eccentric bolts is that I could be into replacing
control arm bushings or possibly the control arm itself if things are really seized together,
correct? Their actual tech was out for the day. I am going to chat with the tech next week. If I
don't get a warm and fuzzy feeling then I guess I am headed to the dealer. This is the
conversation with my shop after I emailed them Roadies explanation and diagram: Shop: That is
way more work than replacing the 2 bolts 3 [with the eccentric adjusting bolts] You just rotate
them. Classic reply! Loved the therapy comment. I have the front end inspected a couple of
times and everything is tight. At just over 60k miles in the rust belt you never know what you'll
find but I figured if I could avoid messing with control arm bushings, assuming they passed
visual and were tight then I would and should. I didn't get an arguement. Actually agreement to
try. I'm also trying to see things from their point if view that many customers complain about
symptoms and try to get shortcuts to save money or worse try to tell the shop how to do their
job when they have no clue themselves. It's natural to be suspicious of a non mechanic
customer. I don't tell them I'm in mechanical engineering. That seems to make it worse lol. We
have safety inspections but only at time of ownership transfer. Roadside random checks
happen but are very rare. Plus there are emissions check ever 2 years 5 year exemption for new
vehicles. But the emissions check is just CEL ready status verification. Mainly a tax grab liberal
govt. Had a good chat with my shop today. They understand what I am asking for. They'd be
willing to do it but they can't - their alignment rack, which appears to be in otherwise good
shape, does not have have the bottle jacks in-board of the front tires they've never really used
them and so deleted them at some point. Therefore they seem to think they couldn't perform
LCA bracket method alignment work and are suggesting an alternate shop if that is the method I
must have. Question, does this make sense? If you took the weight off the front tires the
alignment would change would it not? I realized from the initial description from Roadie that it
was an iterative process, but if one has to lift the vehicle slightly to take the weight off to adjust
the lower bracket I could see that this would be a very, very iterative process as the suspension
may not settle fully between adjustments. So, is the intent for this to be done with full weight on
the vehicle? My shop took time to show me the alignment rack, the Moog instruction manual
that shows the eccentric bolts for the UCA. Without that I am just some jerk saying, " Having
worked in similar situations, I can understand that there a lot of know-it-alls out there. NOW - I
know what many of you are thinking here, " Just go somewhere else for goodness sake ". I can
see this view point and even agree; however, without this instruction manual type data in hand I
fear I will start the same conversations all over again back at square one at any other shop.
Does anyone have a link to official alignment instructions method, a pdf, or something I can
print off? Thanks for reading and many thanks for your valued input. I don't see how eccentric
bolts on the UCA would even do anything seeing as there is just a bolt hole without anything for
it to adjust. Nothing moves in or out up there. An eccentric bolt would just look funny but do the
exact same thing the regular bolt does, unless they were to modify your upper suspension and
they had better not! Only the lower arm bracket has the slots in it for movement. The shop I
went to had sliding "pads" that the front tires would sit on. The jacks would take off the weight
so things wouldn't slide around when they were making adjustments, but the sliding pad would
allow the suspension to easily settle. I think sometimes they could tweak things carefully with

vehicle weight still on it, not sure. Sorry I don't have anything official. I just do not understand
how a shop can't look at the two arms and see what moves. It is staring them right in the face
for pete's sake. The shop claimed to understand what I was asking for. But have never done it
this way, so they are naturally gravitating to what they know. The eccentric bolts are a bolt with
a built-in cam. After the bolt is installed rotating it creates an offset between the mounting hole
on the truck and the mounting hole on the UCA. I think he said there are two bolts item 3 in the
diagram Roadie posted above. You install eccentrics in both. If you rotate them the same it
adjusts camber, opposite it adjusts caster. They said this sort of eccentric bolt deal is common
for many vehicles. Some vehicles do use those types of eccentric bolts. Our platform does not.
They do not know what they are talking about. They do not know this platform, or have a clue
what they're looking at under there. I wouldn't let them align a unicycle! No other way to do it.
The more I read, the more I agree. I just can't prove it, yet. Got to be a better shop or dealer
somewhere near you. Important: Before adjusting the caster and camber angles, jounce the
front bumper 3 times to allow the vehicle to return to normal height. Measure and adjust the
caster and the camber with the vehicle at curb height. The front suspension Z dimension and
the rear suspension D dimension are indicated in Trim Heights. Refer to Trim Height Inspection.
For an accurate reading, do not push or pull on the tires during the alignment process.
Determine the caster 2, 3 angle. Determine the camber 2, 3 angle. Notice: Refer to Fastener
Notice in the Preface section. Loosen the lower control arm adjustment bolts 1. Adjust the
caster and the camber angle by repositioning the lower control arm 2 until the specifications
have been met. When the adjustments are complete, hold the lower control arm in position so
that the specifications do not change while tightening the lower control arm adjustment bolts.
Verify that the caster and the camber are still within specifications. Refer to Wheel Alignment
Specifications. When the caster and camber are within specifications, adjust the toe. Refer to
Front Toe Adjustment. All rights reserved. Tiggerr said:. Blckshdw Moderator. I managed to
print these off, same info CoolasIce had. I can't tell is someone made a Word document and
someone else photocopied it or if it is from a manual or what. Folks, I can't say enough how
grateful I am for the data and the support. This site proved itself once again, thank you all! I
have decided to move on to a dealer. It'll cost me an alignment fee once again; however, I think
it is worth it. One last procedural question for my own curiosity: to make the adjustments to the
LCA bracket is the vehicle weight supported during that procedure or is it done with full weight
on the wheels? Don't think I've seen anyone align with vehicle off its suspension. I'd say on it.
That's why those little pads the tires sit on move. That makes sense. Says to adjust at curb
height Missed that. Perfect, that seems logical. Which is not fun when you're 6'5" and lbs trying
to crawl under the TBSS. Oh, to have a lift, or even 4 of those cool raised stands I see some
weekend racers with who granted, have lb Mazdas or Subarus. I know I shouldn't whine - it has
more room than many cars, but I get spoiled even just having it on jackstands for so many
things but then having to drop it to do the final torque on bushings and push the control arms
around. Stupid 20 inch tires really take up a bit of room, too. I PM'd you a link or two for your
reading pleasure. I guess I forgot to subscribe to this thread. Thanks for all the great
information. I did end up getting their act together for them. I had to go do a few different shops
but in the end they got it right. In the future I have everything I need now. I wanted to do a little
follow up on my alignment issues. The original shop had the alignment close, not quite right,
the steering wheel just a tad off, something else just a hair out of spec. Drove ok, but kinda
bugged me. My wife drives it daily and she was ok with it so for a while I did nothing. Not long
after that there was clunking issue in the front end and I took it back to the same shop - it was
an inner tie rod on the new rebuilt steering rack they had installed at time of the original
alignment issue. That was a warranty repair. I was
1990 buick century custom
suzuki jimny engine
1985 bmw 318i
expecting another round of alignment conversation but the alignment sheet came out perfectly
in spec. I quizzed the service manager who, this time, was speaking more freely as he was
leaving this place for a different job. The owner had been trying to limp along with a very dated
rack the computer head was new until he could afford a new one. It worked well enough for
many vehicles but as more and more newer vehicles came in I guess it was a slowly mounting
problem. The design of the rack didn't lend very well with the LCA adjustment method, tight
access or something. I would rather have been told that up front but I can understand where the
shop owner would not want to advertise his shop equipment was inadequate. Anyway, all's well
that ends well I guess. Same shop just replaced my steering rack under warranty. You must log
in or register to reply here. Online statistics Members online 3 Guests online Total visitors
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